ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFIED COMPANY

SERVING SMEs & FORTUNE 500 COs

With a Customer Centric approach and KAIZEN as our MANTRA, we make Quality-Cost-Time to Market Equation work for you.
Who we are

Nichi-In is a diversified global IT services company that provides optimal IT solutions and services to customers around the globe by bringing right processes, technologies and people together in a flexible manner.

We have extensive experience in serving SMEs to Fortune 500 enterprises in Japan, USA, Singapore, India etc. since 1997, with a time tested and proven Delivery Model which has evolved over the years.

Why Nichi-In

With our customer centric approach and uncompromising commitment to quality and timelines, we have realized customer satisfaction for more than 17+ years resulting in long term business relationships and repeated Clientele.

We have the right expertise and attitude to understand your enterprise’s needs, complexities and nuances of your business processes and your priorities. This enables us to provide tailor made business solutions and services.
Our Factsheet

- 17+ years in Business
- Customers in Japan, USA, Singapore, India
- ISO 9001:2008 Quality-Certified Company
- Diverse Technology Skills, all under One Roof
- Well-defined Intellectual Property Protection
- One of the pioneers in terms of focus on Japanese Market
What We Offer

Nichi-In offers custom software design and development that includes,

- Enterprise Application Software Development
- Enterprise Mobility Solutions
- Web Application Development
- Mobile Application Development
- Cloud Application Development
- Social Media Analytics to Digital Marketing Services

What are our Differentiators

- Customer Centric flexible approach
- KAIZEN is our Mantra
- Japan Connection and Cross Market Advantage
- Quality-Cost-Time to Market Equation
- Dedicated Innovation Team
- Intellectual honesty, Integrity and Confidentiality

www.nichi.com
Business Model

✓ Offshore Software Design, Development & Support
  • Fixed Price
  • Time & Material
  • Dedicated Development Center
  • Milestone Based Billing
  • Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) Model
  • Results Based Billing
  • Proof of Concept
✓ Onsite Deputation and Consulting

Our Strengths

• One-Stop Custom Software Development Vendor
• Time tested, proven and evolved Delivery Model
• Exhaustive Experience and Expertise
• End to End Project Management
• Exposure to Eastern and Western business practices
• Strong Japan connection
• Multilingual application development
• Nimble footedness in adopting new disruptive technologies

www.nichi.com Customer Centric Approach & Uncompromising Commitment
Solutions
Solutions

- ERP Customization
- Enterprise Mobility
- Process and Workflow Management
- Business Intelligence
- HR and Workforce Management
- CRM Customization

Solutions to match your requirements
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Services
Our services include development of

- Custom Enterprise Desktop, C/S and Web Apps
- Mobile Apps (Native & Hybrid)
- Cloud Based Apps
- Custom Social Apps
- Enterprise Mobility Solutions
- SMAC Services
- Localization & Globalization Services
- Migration & Legacy System Modernization
- Quality Assurance Services
- Software Product Development Services
- Digital Marketing
- Website Design and Development
- DBA Services
Skillset

OS
• Windows
• Linux
• Unix
• OS X
• VxWorks

Languages
• .NET (C#.NET, VB.NET, ASP.NET)
• Java (J2EE, Swing, JSP, JDBC, OSGi)
• Script (JavaScript, JSON, Perl, PHP, Ruby)
• C, C++

Frameworks
• .NET Framework
• MVC, WPF, WCF
• Entity Framework
• .NET Compact
• Struts Framework
• Spring, Hibernate
• iBATIS
• Fuel, Symfony
• Backbone.js
• Socket.IO
• Underscore.js
• Play Framework
• Bootstrap
• Ruby On Rails
• LightSwitch
• Android SDK

Database
• Oracle
• MS SQL Server
• MySQL
• PostgreSQL
• MS SQL Compact
• SQLite
Skillset

Webserver/Tools
- IIS, Apache, Tomcat
- Node.js
- Dreamweaver, NetBeans
- HTML (CSS3, HTML5, SaSS, Less)
- JSP, ASP, XML, Adobe Flash, Photoshop
- Eclipse, REST, SOAP
- Memcached
- FFmpeg

Cloud
- AWS
- Windows Azure
- Heroku

Mobile/Tablet
- Android
- Windows Mobile/RT
- iOS
- Titanium
- Phonegap
- Sencha
- Objective C
- Xcode
- Android Studio
- WatchKit (Apple)

Others
- ActiveMQ
- Subversion
- Git
- Redmine
- JIRA
- Crystal Reports
- VS-FlexGrid
- Farpoint Spread
- ComponentOne
- Team Foundation Server
- WordPress
- Magento
- MS Dynamics
- Junkins
- Jmeter
- Amazon S3 Buckets

Diverse Technology Skills all under One Roof

www.nichi.com
We collaborate with industrial manufacturers, both SMEs and large enterprises
- Customized applications software development
- Testing and quality assurance
- Legacy system modernization, Process and workflow management

Nichi-In is recognized as one of the leading SME IT solution providers in
- Software Design and Development
- Localization & Globalization
- Digital Marketing

Our offshore and onsite teams have served financial stocks and securities companies
- Product customization
- Testing of new frameworks
- Customer engagement and Cloud migration
Nichi-In offers a wide variety of Web 2.0 application services for retailers
• Website design and development
• Digital marketing services
• Lean & scalable e-commerce and enterprise architectures

We are equipped to provide services to automotive companies
• Traditional custom enterprise solutions
• Migration to cloud and mobile platforms
• Enterprise mobility solutions and applications

We provide customized software development, digital marketing services in healthcare industry
• Dental diagnosis systems
• Patient data management
• Goods distribution management for food distributors and others
**Project:** Global Collaboration Ticket Management System  
**Outline:** This is a ticket management system with an added feature for translation of ticket information from one language to another, especially suitable for companies having offices spread across the globe.  
**Technology:** PHP, Ajax, JavaScript, jQuery

**Benefits realized:**
- Companies with presence in multiple locations with different language capabilities felt the ease of use.
- The system also was utilized as a groupware across various teams within the organization.
- Resulted in reduction of overheads in communication, translation and overall issue management.

**Project:** CaseM  
**Outline:** CaseM is a complete solution for Law firms to assist Attorneys, Lawyers, Consultants, Individuals and other Law professionals to manage their legal cases which includes Cases, Tasks, Contacts, Calendar, Documents, Reports and more. Targeted at audience from various regions, CaseM is developed in five different languages.  
**Technology:** Java, Play Framework, Heroku Server, Scala, PostgreSQL, iOS 7.1, Xcode 6.0.1, D3.js

**Benefits realized:**
- Saves requisite documents for each legal case, thus eliminating cumbersome paperwork.
- Updated details under sections Cases and Tasks facilitate effective management of cases.
- Users can Save, Edit and Manage multiple tasks for different geographical locations.
**Case Studies**

**Project:** SmartMobiERP  
**Outline:** This is a Field application software that can be used to perform parts management after completion of each process in the manufacturing cycle and also to manage the progress of each process.  
**Technology:** C#, WinRT, MS SQL Server 2008 R2/WCF  
**Benefits realized:**  
- Resulted in betterment of project management life cycle  
- Instant report generation led to better customer satisfaction  
- Saved cost and time by enabling enterprise mobility

**Project:** School Bus Management Package  
**Outline:** This is a web and mobile application that enables parents to track school bus movement. Our work included Multi lingual support, Time zone support, Globalization of the application, SMS notification, Replacement of underlying map information service provider to Google Maps, Changing existing web application to mobile application meant for the guardian, RFID card reader support, School entry and exit confirmation functionality.  
**Technology:** PHP/Fuelphp, Google Map API, Android Java, iPhone Object-C
**Project:** SwimIndia

**Outline:** SwimIndia is the only framework built on SMAC that provides a complete solution for Swimmers, Coaches, etc. with a vision to help Swimmers Interact - Inspire - Achieve. SwimIndia is an integrated solution jointly developed by Utpaara and Nichi-In that includes a Website portal (http://swimindia.in), Web Application and a Mobile Application that runs on iOS and Android devices.

Interact - The only Social Networking Platform and Mobile App for Swimmers, Coaches, Parents, Swim Clubs and Enthusiasts - Make friends, Post Messages, Photos, Videos and Comments

Inspire - The only portal for complete Swimming related information - Nutrition & Diet, Training & Exercises, Results & Records, Meets & Events, Videos & Blogs, Gear & Accessories, Tips from the Experts, Manage Training, Diet and Injuries

Achieve - The only App to help Swimmers Track their Performance, Analyse and Compare the Progress and help Achieve the set Goals and Targets

SwimIndia is an integrated solution that includes a Website portal (http://swimindia.in) with User Registrations, Web Application and a Mobile Application that runs on iOS and Android devices.

**Technologies:**
Android, iOS, PHP, Backbone.js, JQuery, Node.js, WordPress, MySQL, AWS
ODC Case Study

**Project:** E-Discovery International Litigation Support System

**Outline:** This is a comprehensive international-litigation support system based on advanced computer forensics technologies like artificial intelligence and behavior informatics that fulfills all requirements across the EDRM (The Electronic Discovery Reference Model) workflow.

It is basically designed to reduce data volumes, streamline processes and make multi-lingual reviews more efficient and cost effective in international litigation processes. It is the one of the most accurate, advanced legal process support system available for multi-language data sets and is capable of handling complexities involved in processing Chinese, Japanese and Korean languages and provide effective technology assisted review (TAR) tools for searching across multiple languages simultaneously. Lot of customized solutions are being built around this based on Predictive analytics.

**Nature of work:** Product Development/Maintenance/Support

**Nature of Engagement:** Long Term ODC

**Current Team Size:** 12 Members (including the PM)
ODC Case Study Contd....

Technology Involved: C#.NET, WCF, WPF(Silverlight), Pure MVC Framework, PostgreSQL, Citrix XenApp based Remote Login

Other Tools: Redmine, Tortoise Subversion(SVN)

Evolution: The engagement started with a 2 people trial project for 1-2 months. The Client was impressed with our delivery commitment, quality and flexibility, which resulted in an increase in the team size to 5 people immediately and to 12 people in the next 3-4 months. This ODC is active for the last 3 years now with a clear visibility for at least next 2 years. We are expecting the team size to increase to 16-17 this year as the Client has acquired new end users for their product.

Benefits Realized: Client had to encounter communication overheads in the initial period of 3-6 months. But productivity increased after that period resulting in a significant cost reduction by 40%.
Nichi-In has been a valuable partner for us in building solutions using web and cloud technologies.
- A critical IT solutions provider, based in Silicon Valley.

We consider Nichi-In Software as one of our strong partners due to their Japanese language expertise and experience of their team in delivering quality solutions.
- Mitsubishi Electric India Pvt. Ltd.
Nichi-In is supporting us in offshore software development, onsite software development support and is a very important vendor for us.
- Gazoo Media Service India Pvt. Ltd. (A Toyota group company)

We evaluated Nichi-In in terms of design ability, schedule management, issue management. We found Nichi-In very professional in all these and we are happy to work with Nichi-In as one of the preferred outsourcing partners. - NRI, Nomura Research Institute
One of the “Top 20 PROMISING IT services companies of Asia” in CIOReview magazine (online and print) published on February 21, 2014.
Clientele

- Mitsubishi Electric
- Cubic
- NDR
- Sony
- Toshiba
- NRI
- GMSI
- InfoTrack
- Toyota Tsusho
Connect with Us

Nachi-In Software Solutions Pvt Ltd

+Nachi

@Nichi_In

Nachi-In-Software-Solutions-Pvt-Ltd